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QUESTION 1

You are planning the security requirements for Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API accounts. 

You need to recommend a solution to audit all users that access the data in the Azure Cosmos DB accounts. 

Which two configurations should you include in the recommendation? Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Send the Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) sign-in logs to a Log Analytics workspace. 

B. Enable Microsoft Defender for Identity. 

C. Send the Azure Cosmos DB logs to a Log Analytics workspace. 

D. Disable local authentication for Azure Cosmos DB. 

E. Enable Microsoft Defender for Cosmos DB. 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: LT-2: Enable threat detection for Azure identity and access management 

Guidance: Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) provides the following user logs, which can be viewed in Azure AD
reporting or integrated with Azure Monitor, Microsoft Sentinel, or other SIEM/monitoring tools for more sophisticated
monitoring 

and analytics use cases: 

Sign-ins - The sign-ins report provides information about the usage of managed applications and user sign-in activities. 

Audit logs - Provides traceability through logs for all changes done by various features within Azure AD. Examples of
audit logs include changes made to any resources within Azure AD, like adding or removing users, apps, groups, roles,
and 

policies. 

D: Disable local authentication methods so that your Cosmos DB database accounts exclusively require Azure Active
Directory identities for authentication. 

Enforcing RBAC as the only authentication method 

In situations where you want to force clients to connect to Azure Cosmos DB through RBAC exclusively, you have the
option to disable the account\\'s primary/secondary keys. When doing so, any incoming request using either a primary/ 

secondary key or a resource token will be actively rejected. 

Incorrect: 

Not C: We use the Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) sign-in logs, not the Azure Cosmos db logs. 

Not E: Microsoft Defender for Cosmos DB, though useful from a security perspective, does not help with auditing the
users. 
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Note: Logging and Threat Detection, LT-1: Enable threat detection for Azure resources Guidance: Use the Microsoft
Defender for Cloud built-in threat detection capability and enable Microsoft Defender for your Cosmos DB resources.
Microsoft Defender for Cosmos DB provides an additional layer of security intelligence that detects unusual and
potentially harmful attempts to access or exploit your Cosmos DB resources. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/baselines/cosmos-db-security-baseline
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/policy-reference https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-
db/how-to-setup-rbac#disable-local-auth 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a customer that has a Microsoft 365 subscription and uses the Free edition of Azure Active Directory (Azure
AD) 

The customer plans to obtain an Azure subscription and provision several Azure resources. 

You need to evaluate the customer\\'s security environment. 

What will necessitate an upgrade from the Azure AD Free edition to the Premium edition? 

A. Azure AD Privileged Identity Management (PIM) 

B. role-based authorization 

C. resource-based authorization 

D. Azure AD Multi-Factor Authentication 

Correct Answer: D 

Multifactor authentication (MFA), an important component of the Zero Trust Model, is missing in Azure AD Free edition. 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 
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Your company wants to optimize ransomware incident investigations. 

You need to recommend a plan to investigate ransomware incidents based on the Microsoft Detection and Response
Team (DART) approach. 

Which three actions should you recommend performing in sequence in the plan? To answer, move the appropriate
actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: Assess the current situation and identify the scope. 
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The DART approach to conducting ransomware incident investigations 

You should make every effort to determine how the adversary gained access to your assets so that vulnerabilities can
be remediated. Otherwise, it is highly likely that the same type of attack will take place again in the future. In some
cases, 

the threat actor takes steps to cover their tracks and destroy evidence, so it is possible that the entire chain of events
may not be evident. 

The following are three key steps in DART ransomware investigations: 

1. Assess the current situation Understand the scope 

What initially made you aware of a ransomware attack? 

What time/date did you first learn of the incident? 

What logs are available and is there any indication that the actor is currently accessing systems? 

Step 2: Identify which line-of-business (LOB) apps are unavailable due to a ransomware incident. 

2. Identify the affected line-of-business (LOB) apps Get systems back online 

Does the application require an identity? 

Are backups of the application, configuration, and data available? 

Are the content and integrity of backups regularly verified using a restore exercise? 

Step 3: Identify the compromise recovery process. 

3. Determine the compromise recovery (CR) process Remove attacker control from the environment 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/security/compass/incident-response-playbook-dart-ransomware-approach 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to recommend a solution to meet the security requirements for the virtual machines. What should you include
in the recommendation? 

A. an Azure Bastion host 

B. a network security group (NSG) 

C. just-in-time (JIT) VM access 

D. Azure Virtual Desktop 

Correct Answer: A 

 

Scenario: Requirements. Compliance Requirements

Fabrikam wants to automatically remediate the virtual machines in Sub1 to be compliant with the HIPAA HITRUST
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standard. The virtual machines in TestRG must be excluded from the compliance assessment. 

Azure Bastion is a service you deploy that lets you connect to a virtual machine using your browser and the Azure
portal. The Azure Bastion service is a fully platform-managed PaaS service that you provision inside your virtual
network. It 

provides secure and seamless RDP/SSH connectivity to your virtual machines directly from the Azure portal over TLS.
When you connect via Azure Bastion, your virtual machines don\\'t need a public IP address, agent, or special client 

software. 

Bastion provides secure RDP and SSH connectivity to all of the VMs in the virtual network in which it is provisioned.
Using Azure Bastion protects your virtual machines from exposing RDP/SSH ports to the outside world, while still
providing 

secure access using RDP/SSH. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/bastion/bastion-overview https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/governance/policy/samples/hipaa-hitrust-9-2 

 

QUESTION 5

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have an Azure subscription that has Microsoft Defender for Cloud enabled. 

You are evaluating the Azure Security Benchmark V3 report. 

In the Secure management ports controls, you discover that you have 0 out of a potential 8 points. 

You need to recommend configurations to increase the score of the Secure management ports controls. 

Solution: You recommend enabling just-in-time (JIT) VM access on all virtual machines. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Secure management ports - Brute force attacks often target management ports. Use these recommendations to reduce
your exposure with tools like just-in-time VM access and network security groups. Recommendations: 

-Internet-facing virtual machines should be protected with network security groups 

-

Management ports of virtual machines should be protected with just-in-time network access control 

-

Management ports should be closed on your virtual machines Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
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us/azure/defender-for-cloud/secure-score-security-controls 
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